Chicago Pneumatic Accessories

WE PROVIDE

SOLUTIONS

TO IMPROVE

TOOL EFFICIENCY

& OPERATOR’S

WORK ENVIRONMENT

People.
Passion.
Performance.

Our complete
accessories offer
It is not always about tools! Other factors and products in your workplace
environment contribute to your productivity. We offer specific solutions focused
on PERFORMANCE, SAFETY & ERGNOMICS to improve your tools’
efficiency and your workstation area.

Performance
Optimize the performance of your power tool by using
accessories specifically designed to leverage the full
capacity of each tool, while extending its lifespan.

Effi max hose

Robust but light, a
heavy-duty hose to
power your tool.

Pneumatic oil

FRL

Dust extraction
system

Tool protective
covers

Specific air oil to
lubricate air tools in
order to ensure the
best performance
and a longer lifetime.

Can be applied on
material removal
tools, such as
grinders & sanders,
to keep work areas
clean and free from
dust and particles.

Filter – Regulator Lubricator stages allow
the best air conditions to power
the tool to its maximum capacity.

Protect your tools
from hits and dents
for an extended use.

Stud cleaner

Clean the nuts
before bolting
to achieve and
maintain the right
tightening torque.

Optimal air line solution
FRL

Chicago Pneumatic’s air line solutions are customized for the
user to give him the best and safest experience while optimizing
his tools performance and reducing production costs.

COUPLING
& NIPPLE

Safety
Socket
retaining ring

Reduce the risk of accidents
with a selective list of
accessories which can:
•

protect the operator using
a power tool.

Avoid socket
projection from
square drive impact
wrenches.

•

minimize risks of injury in
the event of an accident.

Air fuse

•

limit a dangerous effect.

Ultimate
set-up
Combine accessories
benefits to create the
solution you need

Fixed on the air
line, it cuts the air
off in case of air line
breakage.

Easy flow
coupling

Ensures a safe
disconnection of
the hose under
air pressure but
keep the same air
performance.

Ergonomics
Transform your experience by selecting accessories bringing
more comfort while enabling to reach higher productivity
everywhere: at tool, operators and workstation levels.

Balancers

Hose reel

To suspend the
tool and take the
weight away from
operators' arms.

For clean and hosefree workshop.

Vibration
damping side
handle

Air flex

Make all rigid hoses
flexible and
multidirectional.

AIR FUSE

HOSE & CLAMPS

COUPLING
& NIPPLE

Make the tool
more comfortable
by decreasing the
feeling of vibrations
transmitted to the
operator.

HOSE WHIP
AIR FLEX

www.cp.com

Over 110 years of experience
Since 1901 the Chicago Pneumatic (CP) name has represented reliability and
attention to customer needs, with construction, maintenance and production
tools and compressors designed for specific industrial applications. Today, CP
has a global reach, with local distributors around the world.
Our people start every single day with a passion to research, develop,
manufacture and deliver new products that are meant to meet your needs not
only today, but tomorrow as well.
To learn more about our extensive range of tools, construction equipment,
industrial and portable compressors, accessories and workshop equipment,
please visit www.cp.com.

There is always a consumable matching your tool.
Some examples below:
Sockets

Chisels

Pads

Saw blades

Needles

and more...
Keep learning about air line installation:
Download our Expert Corner technical guide!
Scan the code
or visit http://qr.cp.com/
guide-air-tool-installation
For more information, please contact your Chicago Pneumatic partner:
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